WE'VE LISTED ALL THE DEMOCRACIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST:

1. ISRAEL

As American voters participate this year in our national elections, it's important to remember that in the Middle East there's only one country whose citizens enjoy this same precious right—Israel.

Israel alone, among the countries of the Middle East, is governed by, and accountable to, its people.

The day after tomorrow, Israel conducts its thirteenth national election since its founding in 1948. That unshakable commitment to democracy is the best guarantee of individual rights and freedom; it's also the best guarantee of peace. Indeed, if Israel's neighbors would follow its example and truly democratize their societies, surely lasting peace in the region would have a chance of emerging. After all, when was the last time one democracy declared war on another?

Israel and the United States have bound themselves together by the precious tie of democracy. In both countries, casting a ballot is a citizen's chance to vote for the democratic way of life.